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Abst ract  
It has been speculated that the linearly implicit linearized trapezoidal rule should be especially useful for computing 
blow-up solutions since it features discrete blow-up. We study the question of how implicit a scheme should be from 
several different points of view: we discuss further the properties of the linearized trapezoidal and of its discrete blow- 
up; we give exact schemes for a family of ODEs with polynomial nonlinearity, and that shows 'the optimum degree 
of implicitness' they need; we show that other standard schemes (the trapezoidal rule itself and the implicit midpoint 
rule) are exact on certain differential equations; we compare for several schemes and different nonlinearities the size of 
the leading error terms; and we briefly discuss two ways of adapting the degree of implicitness of a scheme to a given 
differential equation. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
In their study on the computation of blow-up [17], Stuart and Floater investigate the properties 
of the iterates of the two-stage theta method 
y.+l - y. 
At - -Of (y .+ l )+(1-O) f (y . ) ,  y0 =u0 C ~, 
for the scalar differential equation 
fi = f (u ) ,  u(O) = uo, 
where f is a Cl-funetion and 
uo = b > O, f (u)>,  f > 0 foru>~b. 
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0 < 0~<1 (1) 
(2) 
(3) 
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They show for computations with fixed step size At [17, Theorems 2.3, 2.4]: 
If limu_.~ f (u ) /u  = 0 then there is a solution Y,+I E [b, c~) for all n > 0 and it is unique in 
[b, c~) if 
sup AtOf ' (X )  < 1. (4) 
b<~X<oo 
If l imu~ f (u ) /u  = L = const, then there is a solution Y,+I E [b, ~)  for all n > 0 if AtOL < 1 
and it is unique in [b, c~) if (4) is satisfied. 
If l imu~ f (u ) /u  = ~ then there exists an N > 0 such that there are no solutions Yn+l E [b, c~) 
for n > N. If there is a solution for n E •, then there is an even number of solutions. 
The last result is valid independent of the size of 0 E (0, 1], and that is disturbing. Let us have 
another look at a simplified version of their Example 2.7. We transform the equation ~i, = (w + 1 )2 
with u(t) := w(t) + 1 into 
= u 2, u(0) = Uo, (5) 
apply scheme (1) with step size At and obtain 
1 ~/ 1 y. 1 -  
Y"+~I'2(O' At) -- 20At  + 402At 2 OAt 0 0y2" (6) 
¥ 
For 0 ~ 0 both solutions Yn+~ 1'2(0, At) become unbounded instead of converging to the solution of 
the forward Euler scheme. There is no bifurcation in 0 = 0, but discontinuity. This causes the large 
gap between the two bounds for the true solution, 'the implicit approximation' (0 ¢ 0) on one side 
and 'the explicit approximation' (0 = 0) at the other side [17, Fig. 4]. 
On the other hand, it is easy to check that the linearly implicit scheme 
y.+l - y. 
At  -- f (Y" )  + Of ' (y . ) (y .+l  - y.) ,  Yo = Uo, (7) 
does have a unique solution if conditions (3) and (4) are satisfied. The solution is given by 
f (Yn) 
Y,+I = Y, + At  1 - OAt f ' (y , ) "  (8) 
In the limit 0 ~ 0, we obtain the solution of the forward Euler scheme. Also, the limit At ~ 0 
gives the expected convergence y,+l ~ Yn for (8), but not for (6). This is valid for arbitrary smooth 
1 and arbitrary enough f .  Moreover, scheme (7) generates the exact solution of Eq. (5) for 0 = 
step sizes At as long as the blow-up time of the solution is not exceeded, and it features discrete 
blow-up [10]. For equation 
1 3 u(0) u0, (9) t i=  ~u, = 
scheme 
Y,+l - Y, Y2nY~+1 
-- Y0 = U0, (10) 
At Y, + Y,+l' 
produces the exact solution [10, 12]. This scheme does not belong to the 0-families of (1), (7) or 
the one-stage theta method 
Y.+l - Y~ 
At  - f (Oy .+ l+(1-O)y . ) ,  y0=u0 E R, 0~<0~<1. (11) 
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This shows that the variation of implicitness by varying 0 in schemes (1) or (11 ) has to be questioned 
and that their linearization, scheme (7), is not the complete answer. And it raises questions like: Is 
there some better way of varying the degree of implicitness of schemes ystematically? What are 
the advantages and shortcomings of scheme (7)? Given a differential system, is there an 'optimum 
degree of implicitness' of schemes which are not exact? If 'yes', how to define it? How to control 
it? Should implicitness be controlled uring the computations in addition to step size and order? 
In this paper, these questions are approached from several different sides, mostly by doing experi- 
ments and collecting data, i.e. by looking at simple equations for which everything can be explicitly 
computed. 
Conjecture 1.1. The parameter 0, 0~<0~<1 as used in schemes (1), (7) and ( l l ) is not an adequate 
tool for adapting the degree of  implicitness of  a scheme. 
Further evidence for the correctness of this conjecture is given in Section 3: the Taylor expansions 
for schemes (1), (7), and (11) show that the terms for the first-order error are the same, namely 
At 
~- (1 - 20)f'(u~) u"+l - u~ (12) 
~ then there are in all three cases. This is eliminated only by 0 = i or by f '(un) = 0. If we put 0 = 
many different ways of eliminating the next error term. In Section 4 it is shown how a parameter 
can be introduced to eliminate the second order errors for 
u=u p, pEZ/ \{O,  1) (13) 
by adjusting 0 to p. Then we briefly discuss control of implicitness by choice of the number of 
Newton iterations. 
Conjecture 1.2. A scheme has optimum degree of implicitness tf the discrete solutions show the 
same type of  blow-up as the continuous olutions. 
Example. The solution of 
d = C, u(0) = u0, (14) 
is given by 
u(t) = Uo - In I1 - C°tl (15) 
t and blows up logarithmically, i.e. like - In x for x ---, 0. The iterates of scheme (7) with 0 = ~ are 
given by 
Un+l = Un + (AteU")(1 - ½A teU") -l,  U0 = u0, (16) 
and blow up like x(1 -x )  -~ for x ~ 1. Thus, scheme (7) is not of optimum degree of implicitness 
for Eq. (14). 
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We observe that / /=  tie u = (/~)2, define v := ti and obtain the equivalent decomposible system 
b = v 2, v(0) = e u°, (17) 
~=v,  u (0)=u0.  
The function v(t) blows up like ( l /x) for x ~ 0. We use a scheme of optimum degree of implicitness 
if we first compute the iterates {V,} with scheme (7) and then {U,} by quadrature. [] 
In Section 2 we further discuss the properties of scheme (7). In Section 3 we give the exact 
schemes for a family of equations closely related to Eq. (13) with arbitrary integer p # 0, 1 and 
In Section 4, we discuss two different find functions f such that (1) and (11) are exact for 0 = 5" 
ways of  varying the degree of implicitness ystematically. 
For 0 = ½, scheme (1) is called the trapezoidal rule, scheme (7) the linearized trapezoidal rule 
or the Lintrap scheme, and scheme (11 ) is called the implicit mid-point rule. 
2. The linearly implicit 'Lintrap scheme' 
In several case studies, so-called 'unconventional' or 'non-standard' ifference schemes were 
'custom-tailored' for individual differential equations and were shown to preserve qualitative prop- 
erties of the differential equation: some schemes are exact, symplectic or feature discrete blow-up 
[12, 15, 10]. It turned out [10] that several of these ad hoc schemes can be obtained by applying 
the Lintrap scheme 
Yn+l -- Yn -- f (v  "1 -4- f l (v  "1 yn+l -- Yn 
h ~,nz  . ,  ,.,nz 2 ' Y0 = u0 E R N, (18) 
to the differential system 
ti =f (u ) ,  u(0) = u0. (19) 
The Lintrap scheme (18) can be obtained by applying one Newton step to the trapezoidal rule 
or the implicit midpoint rule and has been used in computational fluid dynamics [1] and plasma 
physics [5, 2]. It can also be written as 
Y,+l = Yn + hkl, yo = uo, 
(I - Ohf'(y,))kl =f(.v, ) ,  0 = 1/2, (20) 
and is a member of the family of Rosenbrock-Wanner (ROW) schemes [3, 16, 9]. Here I is the 
identity matrix, h the time step and f'(.v,) the Jacobian of system (19), evaluated in the nth iterate. 
The scheme is linearly implicit. If  
a(h,y) := (I - ½hf'(y)) (21) 
is nonsingular for all h C ~+ and all y E R N, all iterates exist. A point ti E R N with nonsingular 
A(h,~) is fixed point of (20) i f f f(t i )  = 0, i.e., iff it is a steady state of (19). There are no spurious 
fixed points. 
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If the function f is such that the Jacobian f ' (y )  is negative definite for all y E ~U, then A(h,y) 
is non-singular for all h and all y. If the function f does not have this property, A(h,yn) turns 
singular for 2h/2 = 1, 2 an eigenvalue of f ' (y,) .  The iteration given by (20) is undefined for 
certain combinations of step-size and initial value. This is a discrete version of blow-up [10]. 
In special cases, the a priori bound for the blow-up time obtained from the singularity of A(h,yo) 
is surprisingly good [11]. Here we show that this is not always so. In addition to the usual 'for 
sufficiently small h ~< h0' guaranteed by the accuracy of the scheme, there are no obvious nontrivial 
necessary or sufficient conditions uch that the blow-up time of the scheme is close to the blow-up 
time of the differential equation. 
2.1. Existence intervals 
We now compare the size of the bounding time step in the nth iterate with the time interval for 
which existence of the solution to the differential equation can be ensured: 
Theorem 2.1. Let B(yn) := {u C RN: Iu -yn l~b) ,  and let f :  ~N ____+ ~N be continuously differen- 
tiable with If(u)l <~C and lf'(u)l <~L in the closed domain B. 
Then the differential system 
u=f (u) ,  u(0)=yn,  (22) 
has a unique solution u(t) E B which is defined for t<.tb := b/C. 
Under the same assumptions, the linear system 
(I -- hOf'(yn)) kn+, = f(yn), 
Y~+l = Y. + hk.+l, 
(23) 
has a unhtue solution yn+l(O,h) for all (O,h) with 0~0~1 and Oh < hb := 1/L. I f  f ' (y . )  is 
negative (semi)-definite, hb can be replaced by h b := c~. 
Proof. The result on the solution of the differential system follows from the familiar Theorem of 
Picard-Lindel6f [18, p. 104], the result on the solution of the linear system (23) follows from basic 
theorems in linear algebra, including the Perturbation Lemma [13, p. 45]. [] 
Both bounds are crude and could be improved. However, already one-dimensional examples how 
that sharp bounds necessarily differ as well. 
Example 1. We start with the linear equation 
f i=Lu, u(O)=y. .  (24) 
With L > 0, f (u)  = Lu and lu - y.[ ~<b we get If(u)[ = ILul Llu - y.t +LlYnl Lb+LlYnl =: c, 
The bound C is attained by f (u)  if Yn > 0. Thus hb = 1/L and ta = ha b (b + ]y.[)-I ~hb. Since 
we can write down the solutions explicitly, we know that they exist for all t >10. Thus it might 
be surprising at first that scheme (23) does not allow arbitrarily large steps if 0 ~ 0 and L > 0. 
We see, however, that the interval of existence nsured by the theorem of Picard-Lindel6f is even 
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smaller than the bound hb. This might be related to the fact that equations ti = Lu ~, ct > 1 can 
have blow-up solutions and can be viewed as neighboring to Eq. (24). 
Example 2. This example shows that the bound hb Can be as well much larger as much smaller 
than the actual blow-up time of the solution. Consider 
ti = u 2 + c, u(0) = u0. (25) 
For c = _~,2 < 0, Eq. (25) has two steady states: ti_ = -7  (asymptotically stable) and zi+ = 
+7 (unstable). Trajectories with initial value u0 < -7  converge monotonically increasing to if_, 
trajectories with initial value -7  < u0 < 7 converge monotonically decreasing to ti_, and trajectories 
with initial value u0 > 7 blow up. 
For c = 0, -7  = +7 and the two steady states if_, ti+ merge to the steady state ti = 0: blow-up for 
u0 > 0, monotonic onvergence to ff = 0 for u0 < 0. 
For c > 0, there is no steady state. All solutions blow up. 
Now consider the scheme (23): the constant c does not contribute to the derivative and thus to the 
bound hb: for u0 < 0 we get hb = hb = c~ for all c E ~, for u0 > 0 we get hb = (2u0) -~ for all 
and is wrong for all other values c E R. This produces the correct blow-up time for c = 0, 0 = 
of c. 
2.2. Convergence of  the scheme 
Applied to ODEs with arbitrary 0, 0~<0~<1, scheme (23) is of first-order accuracy; it is of 
Its order can be raised in the framework of Runge-Kutta-ROW second-order accuracy for 0 = i. 
schemes [16, 3] or according to the methods developed by Kahan and Li for palindromic schemes 
[8]. For systems of nonlinear parabolic equations, error bounds and discussions of the convergence 
properties of scheme (18) can be found in [2, 9]. 
2.3. Stability 
Assuming h < 2hb in each step such that the discrete trajectories considered exist, the stability 
function of scheme (20) is computed to be 
R(z )= (1 + 2)  (1 -  2 )  -~ (26) 
> 1 for Rez > 0: the scheme is A-stable We find that IR(z)l < 1 for Rez < 0 and IR(z)l 
[3]. Moreover, it gives correct linear stability to all fixed points corresponding to hyperbolic steady 
states. There is thus no stability limit for h introduced by (26). 
If, however, the differential system approximated by scheme (20) has periodic orbits, the stability 
bound on h ensuring existence of discrete periodic orbits can depend on the initial value for the 
orbit and can be more stringent than the bound hb ensuring existence of the iterates. This was shown 
for a Lotka-Volterra system on which scheme (18) is symplectic [11]. 
If applied to the linear heat equation, scheme (18) coincides with the Crank-Nicholson scheme. 
This is always stable; if, however, the ratio of the time step At to the spatial step ~ becomes too 
large, the iterates perform damped oscillations. 
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The scheme was used extensively in laser fusion investigations, on four coupled quasilinear parabolic 
equations from gas dynamics (with different emperatures for electrons and ions, viscosity, the 
dynamics of shocks, and other effects). The heat equation used for the electron gas essentially was 
~t -- Ox u5/2 " (27) 
In the testing phase, numerical solutions were compared to known similarity solutions, and the 
scheme was found to be robust and very useful. No numerical instabilities were observed [5, 1972- 
1978]. 
In later investigations the stability properties of the scheme were investigated systematically in
numerical experiments. It was found that the scheme does turn unstable on quasilinear parabolic 
systems if the time step is too large ([2, Section 6;14]; see also the end of Section 4). 
3. Exact schemes 
In this section we consider scalar ODEs and exact schemes for them, i.e., schemes that produce 
exact solutions to the differential equation in that time interval [0, T) where the solutions exist. At 
time t = T(uo) there might be blow-up or quenching, or T(uo) = oo. The time steps At = k of the 
difference schemes are assumed to be small compared to T so that all iterates exist up to n + 1 = N 
or for n ~ c~ if T(uo) = c~ . We give the formulas in their implicit form - discrete blow-up occurs 
when the denominators of the corresponding explicit formulas vanish or change sign. 
3.1. Exact schemes for simple polynomial ODEs 
Theorem 3.1. Let m be an integer, m # 0, -  1. Assume that the equation 
~i = Lum+I, u(O) = UO # O, (28) 
m 
has a solution u(t) # 0 in [0, T). Then u,+l := u(t,+l ), t,+l := (n + 1)k < T is given by 
Un+ 1 -- U n UnmUn+l m 
if m > 0, (29) 
k E jLo  I Un+lJunm--l--J 
Un+l --  Un --1 
if m < -1.  (30) 
k ~ -'~lml-1 Z..~j=O Un+lJUn ]m]- l - j  
Proof. Let m > 0, u0 # 0. Then u(t) is non-zero as long as it exists. Eq. (28) is thus equivalent 
to 
du m 
dt = (urn)2' Urn(O) = U'~. (31) 
AS mentioned in the Introduction, this equation has the exact scheme 
(Urn).+, - -  (Urn). 
= (um),(um),+l, U~ given. (32) 
k 
144 
This is equivalent to 
(Un+ 1 )m __ (U n)m 
k 
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=(Un)m(Un+l) m, U 0 given, (33) 
where that mth root has to be taken which produces the correct initial condition. Now we notice 
that 
a q -- b q = Z(a J+ lb  q-(j+l) - aJb q- j )  = aJb q - l - j  (a - b) (34) 
j=0 
and that the sum on the r.h.s, is nonzero whenever aq - -b  q ~ O. We get the desired result (29) with 
q = m, a = Un+l and b -- Un and by division of both sides of Eq. (33) by the r.h.s, sum of (34). 
Let m < -1 ,  p :-- -m > 0, u0 ¢ 0. By assumption u(t)  is nonzero in [0, T). Eq. (28) is thus 
equivalent to 
du-P  
dt - -  (u -p )2 '  u--P(O) = u°p (35) 
As in the previous case, this equation has the exact scheme 
(u-P)n+I -- (u-P)n 
k = (u-P)n(U-P)n+I, UO p given. (36) 
This is equivalent to 
- 
k = (Un)-P(Un+I) -p,  UO given, (37) 
where that pth root has to be taken which produces the correct initial condition. Now we multiply 
both sides by (Un)P(Un+I)P and get 
- (u . )p  
= - 1, u0 given. (38) 
k 
We apply (34) with q = p = [ml, and we get the desired result (30) after division of both sides of 
Eq. (38) by the sum. [] 
Remark. (1) Scheme (29) is known for the cases m = 1 and m = 2 (see the Introduction). For all 
integers m > 0 it is equivalent to the scheme 
1 ( . -m.  m+l Wn+l ) _,_..m+l (39) m ~wn Wn+l ~h'Wn+ 1
given by Le Roux [6] for the differential equation 
= ~w re+l, w(0) = w0 > 0, (40) 
with arbitrary ~ C R. To see this, put ~ = 1/m and u0 = w0. Then Eqs. (28) and (40) are identical 
and thus u(t)  = w(t) .  Multiplication of Eq. (39) by mWnW;+l~k -1 now leads to Eq. (33) for the 
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(2) The procedure used in the proof can also be used on other equations than (28) (introduce 
an arbitrary factor ct E R (as in Eq. (40)) or let m E Q (as in Eq. (59)); use the same or other 
substitutions on any differential equation for which an exact scheme is known, etc.). The procedure 
used by Le Roux for obtaining scheme (39) is essentially the same: she put W := w -m and thus 
transformed Eq. (40) into 
= -o~m, W(O) = W 0 ~- Wo m, (41) 
applied the exact scheme trivially known for this equation and then did the inverse transformation to 
obtain the w,s. We do not persue this further because our main topic here is to explain the general 
idea (which stems from an old technique for solving differential equations, see [4]). 
(3) Le Roux used the exact scheme (39) to derive the approximate semi-discrete scheme 
1 ( --m m+l  /)n+l \ } / rA .m+l  . l _ .m+l  
k/)n Vn+ 1 __  __ __ ,~Un+ 1 = O~?i, Un+ 1 m 
(42) 
for the parabolic problem 
/)t 
__ Aum+I  = ~m+l  
v(x , t )  = 0 
v(x,O) = vo(x) > 0 
fo rxE f2CR N, t > 0, 
for x E 0f2, t > 0, 
for x E I2, 
(43) 
where f2 is a smooth bounded omain, • i> 0 real and m > 0 an integer. She proved existence and 
uniqueness of the solution of scheme (42) for t, < T*, where the size of T* > 0 depends on the 
initial condition and on a. Moreover, she proved stability and convergence of the scheme for a wide 
class of initial conditions, and discrete blow-up for a > 21, where 21 is the principal eigenvalue of 
Au=2u,  ulna=0.  (T*=c~i fa~<21) .  
The usefulness of scheme (42) for computational p asma physics is stated in [7, 19]. 
3.2. Standard schemes as exact schemes 
In this subsection we revisit the error expansions of the schemes (1), (7) and (11) for scalar 
ODEs. As known, all three schemes are consistent of first order for arbitrary 0, 0 ~< 0 ~< 1, and of 
second order for 0 -  1 - -  2" 
leads to second-order differential The attempt o eliminate the second-order ror term for 0 = 
equations for the function f .  These have two linearly independent solutions which can be found in 
all three cases. One is the trivial f (u )  - c, c E R arbitrary, the other ones are nontrivial. It turns 
out that each of the three schemes is exact on the solution of the corresponding equation 
fi = f (u ) ,  u(O) = Uo E •, (44) 
1 by choosing a special function f eliminates i.e., eliminating the second-order ror term for 0 = 
all higher-order error terms as well. 
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In calculating the following expansions, we made use of the identities 
U(tn) =:  Un, tn+l -- tn =: k, (45) 
un+l -un-  tin + ~Z/n + ~___2Un + (46) 
k ,o . ,  
fin = f (u . ) ,  iin = f ' (un)  ft., 
un = f" (un)  fi] + f'(un)iin, (47) 
and we write 
d" 
dt m u(tn) =: u~. "). (48) 
Just for convenience we use Taylor series in the expansions. Note that all steps in the proofs remain 
valid if the nonlinearity f is such that the series have to be replaced by a finite number of terms 
plus remainder. 
3.2.1. Linearized trapezoidal rule 
l_emma 3.2. Recall that the linearly implicit scheme 
Yn+l -- Yn 
k - - f (yn)+Of ' (yn) (yn+~ _yn), 
has the error expansion 
Un+ 1 - -  Un 
k f(Un) -- Oft(Un)(Un+l -- Un) 
y0=u0, (49) 
(50) 
1 the scheme is exact for  f (u )  = cu 2 and for f (u )  =- c, c E R an arbitrary constant, For O= 5
which satisfy 
f,2 _ 2 f " f  = 0. (51 ) 
We thus recovered the scheme corresponding to (29) for m = 1 for the slightly more general 
equation 
fi = cu 2, u(O) = Uo, c E •. (52) 
Proof. For scheme (49), 0 ~<0 ~< 1, we get by Taylor expansion 
Un+ 1 - -  U n 
k f (u . )  - Of'(u.)(u.+t - u.) 
Un+ 1 - -U  n 
k 
f (un)  -- f'(un)Un+l 2 Un + (1 -- 20)f'(u~)U'+2--- u, 
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k .. k 2 -. k m-1 __u  (m) 
= "~Un + ~.Un + ~ m! n 
m=4 
k f'(u")U"+i-U"lc + -~(1 - 20)f'(u.)u"+k-U" 
k 
= ~(1 - 20)f ' (u")U"+lk-  u. 
k # ( Un+l- Un) k2 :" °° km-I 
+sf  (u.) ti. k -P" "~. ll/n. "-[- m=4 ~ --u(m)m!-" 
= k(1 - 20~r'tuld \ n] "~un+l]~- un 
- f ' (u , )  kii, + Z - -u (m) |  
m=3 m] n ff 
=k(1-20) f ' (un)Un+l~ un 
k 2 :. ~ k m- 1 
+ + - -u  
• m! --" m=4 
- y~ k" f,(u.)u~m ~_ 1 . ~..+,)'~ 
= (m + 1)! "" ) "  
147 
(53) 
1 is the only way to eliminate this term for f ' (u . )  ¢ O. 0 enters only in the first-order term and 0 = 
The second-order term vanishes for those f which satisfy 
1 ( f , (u . ) )  2 f (u . ) _  ' " 2 -- g f  (u . ) ( f (u . ) )  12 (54) 
i.e., for those f ~ 0 which satisfy (51)• It is easy to check that Eq. (51) is solved by f (u )  = 
i is exact on Eq. (52), i.e., that cu 2, c E R an arbitrary constant, and that scheme (49) for 0 = 
U.+lU .  ( ; )  
k - cu.u.+l = f (u . )  + f ' (u . )  U.+l u. (55) 
is exact on ti = cu2. This is known for c = 1 and easily checked for general c by integration of the 
differential equation between t. and t.+l or by using the exact solution u(t) = u0/(1 - CUot). 
3.2.2. Trapezoidal rule 
Lemma 3.3. Recall that the two-stage theta method 
Yn+l -- Yn 
k - Of(y .+l )  + (1 - O)f (y . ) ,  Y0 = u0, 0~<0~< 1 (56) 
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has the error expansion 
Un+ 1 -- U n 
k (1 - O)f(u.)  - Of(un+,) 
=k(1-20'r'tu'U"+l-U"'J '"' l~ k2 ( l f ' (u" ) i i "+  ~ f''(u")ti2") - 0(k3). (57) 
t and Uo > 0 the scheme is exact for  f (u )  = clu 1/2 and f (u )  -~ c2, el 6 ~+ and c2 c For O= ~ 
arbitrary constants, which satisfy 
fa  + f , ,  f = 0. (58) 
In other words, we found the exact scheme 
u,+l - Un _ l (CUn m + CU.+II/2) for U = CU 1/2, u(0) = u0 > 0. (59) 
k 2 
Note that this gives an additional hint how to generalize schemes (29) and (30) to other values 
of m. 
Proof. Taylor expansion of f(un+~) at u. gives 
Un+l -- Un 
k (1 - O)f(u.)  - Of(u.+l) 
Un+I -- U. (60) -- k f(Un) -- Of'(u.)(U.+l -- Un) -- 0 f (m) (u . )  Un+l? un 
m=2 m. 
The sum in the previous row gives the difference of the errors of the two schemes (56) and (49); 
its sign and size depend on the nonlinearity f and on 0. 
Using Eq. (46) to express the m = 2-term in the sum by derivatives of u in t., we obtain 
k2of . fu  (Un+l Un) 2 k 2 
~ . .)  ? : -~Of"(u.)(f i2. +kfi . i i .  + (9(k2)), (61) 
and for the complete second-order term we get 
0 ,, 2 \ 
- -k  2 ( l  ft(Un)i~ n -- ~ftt(Un)~12n-J ff -~f  (Un)Un). (62) 
1 and u0 > 0 this vanishes for f ¢ 0 satisfying Eq. (58), i.e. for f (u )  = cu 1/2. For 0 = 
To see that all higher-order terms vanish as well, we use the exact solution: the equation ti -- 
cu ~/2, c > O, U(to) = u0 > 0, has the unique solution 
t - to .1/2~ 2 
u( t )= c ~ +u 0 .j (63) 
From this we see that 
k (ck) 2 . 1/2 (64) Un+ 1 = (C~ "~- Uln/2)2 ---- - -4  + ck % + u. 
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and 
Un+ 1 - -  U n __  C 1/2 C c~ + ul./2 1 
k ~u. +-~ = f (u . )+~f (u .+, ) .  (65) 
3.2.3. Implicit midpoint rule 
Lemma 3.4. Recall that the one-stage theta method 
yn+l - Yn 
k -f(Oyn+~ +(1 -O)y , ) ,  Yo =u0 E ~, 0~<0~<1, (66) 
has the error expansion 
Un+ 1 - -  U n 
k f ( (1 - O)un + OU,+l) 
k 20. ft(u.Un+l-Un k2(1  1202--4f'(Un)fi2n)- ( 9(k3). (67) 
= (1 - .a ,  . .  £ f ' (u . ) f i .+  2~ 
For O = 51 and Uo ¢ 0 the scheme is exact for f (u )  = c. and for f (u )  =- c, c E R an arbitrary 
constant, which satisfy 
2 f  '2 - f " f  = 0. (68) 
Note that this is a slightly more general version of formula (30) for m = -2.  
Proof. 
Un+ 1 - -  U n 
k f ( (1  - O)u. - Ou.+,) 
u.+ , - u. m i_v ( ) -- k f(Un) -- Oft(Un)(Un+l -- Un) -- ~ f~m,(u.) U.+k- u. . (69) 
m=2 
The sum in the previous row gives the difference of the errors of the two schemes (66) and (49): 
its sign and size depend on the nonlinearity f and on 0. 
Using Eq. (46) to express the m = 2-term in the sum by derivatives of u in t., we obtain 
k 2 ( )2 k 2 (-9(k2)) (70) -~oZ f " (u . )  Un+ k - -  Un = -~02 f " (u . )  (ti2. + ktinfi. + , 
and for the complete second order term: 
-k  z . f ' (u . ) i i . -  ~f"(u.)f i]  -k---~J t n)Un) • (71) 
For 0 = 51 and u0 ¢ 0 this vanishes for f ¢ 0 satisfying Eq. (68), i.e., for f (u )  = cu -l 
To see that all higher-order terms vanish as well, we integrate ti = c u -~, u(0) = u0 ¢ 0 
from t. to t.+~ and obtain 
Un+l  2 - -  Un 2 = 2c (tn+l -- tn), (72) 
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and thus 
Un+l - -  Un. __ 2c __ f f Un+t__+ un'~ (73) 
k Un+l + U, \ 2 J 
4. Adapting the degree of implicitness 
In this section we discuss briefly two strategies for adapting the degree of implicitness to a 
given differential equation: first we show for the polynomial equations considered earlier how a new 
parameter 0 could be used to eliminate the second-order rors. Then we discuss a more practical 
method of adapting the number of Newton steps to a given equation. 
4.1. Second order errors on fi = u p, p E Z \ {0, 1 } 
Comparing the three schemes considered in the previous section, we see that the first-order error 
i For considering second- term is identical on all nontrivial functions f .  It vanishes only for 0 = 5" 
1 Applying the formulas presented in the previous section to order errors we confine now to 0 -- 5" 
fi = u p , p ¢ O, 1 we get 
' p'p I e(k 2, p, Un) = - -  2)Un 3p-2 
for the lintrap rule, 
e(k2, p, un) : - -~p(p - -1 )  Un3p-2] 
for the trapezoidal rule, and 




for the implicit midpoint rule. We thus see that the implicit midpoint rule has the smallest second 
order error of the three schemes for IPl ---' co,  i.e. for p~< - 1 and for p>~6. 
For f"(Un) ~ O, i.e., for p ~ 0, 1, the scheme 
Un+l -- U. . . , . .Un+l--Un ( 2 ) (77) k = f (u . )+ytUn)  -2- +Of"(Un) Un+l Un 2 
is second order with error term 
e(k2,p,u°) = ((1 - 30)p - (2 - 30)) u2 p-2 , (78) 
and we can adjust 0 to p such that e(kE, p, Un) = O: we have to chose 
O-  2 -p  
3 (1 - p)" (79) 
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1 0 ~< 5" There are p-values in the For p~>2 we obtain 0~<0 < 1/3, for p~< - 1 we obtain 3 < 1 
interval ( -1 ,2 )  for which Eq. (79) does make sense: p = ½, for instance, under the restrictions on 
the initial value u0 discussed earlier. 
4.2. Newton iterations 
In principle, scheme (77) gives the possibility to control the degree of implicitness of the scheme 
and to optimize it. This would require the computation of the Hessian, however, and that is pro- 
hibitive for most equations of practical interest, especially for systems of parabolic equations. 
Much more practical is the following method: Let 
At 
G.(X) :=X - V, - --f (F(X) + F(V,)), (80) 
or 
Gn(X):=X- Vn- At (F ( X + Vn 
such that the exact solution X of G,(X) = 0 renders the discrete approximate to the solution of the 
differential equation in the (n + 1)th time step for the trapezoidal rule or the implicit midpoint rule. 
Then we get a family of k-implicit second-order methods by putting 
X ° := V,, 
G',(X ~) (X v+~ -X  v) = -G,(XV), /~<v, v = 0 , . . . ,k  - 1, (82) 
V,+l := X k, 
where G'n(X ~) is the Jacobian of Gn evaluated at X ~, p = v (full Newton method) or # = 0 
(simplified Newton method). 
For k = 1 we get the linearly implicit lintrap rule, for k ~ c~ we get the trapezoidal or the implicit 
midpoint rule, for other k we get second-order schemes of intermediate implicitness. 
This is a generalization of a procedure mployed by Finckenstein in [2] in a numerical experiment 
investigating the quality of the lintrap scheme: he compared the stability properties of scheme (80), 
(82) with # = v for k = 1, 2 and 3 on the system 
F(u) = (0"2(u12+1) 0.4Ul ) 
\0.4ul(u2 - 1) 0.2(U2 2 + 0.5) 
~u_lO 
(rF(u).O-~rr) 0<r< 1, 0<t< 0.4, (83) Ot r Or 
( ) 2q (10t )  
u(r,O) = v._ , u(1,t) = 0.3 + 15t " 
For the spatial discretization chosen, he found the following maximum permissible time steps: 2.10 -3 
for k = 1, 1.6.10 -2 for k = 2 and 4.  10 -2 for k = 3 (instability for At = 4 .10  -3 and k = 1 but 
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still stability for the 10 times larger step size At = 4- 10 -2 and k = 3) [2, Figs. 1 - 9]. As we 
have seen earlier, the optimum value of k depends on the given equation. 
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